
Heel pressure ulcers are a common occurrence with patients who spend extended periods of time 

in hospital beds.  Prolonged pressure on the heel region leads to a decrease in blood flow and 

oxygenation of the region which then leads to skin degeneration. To reduce the prevalence of heel 

ulcers, several heel “boots” are commercially available.  The purpose of this research was to 

compare pressures on the heel region for a “no boot” condition to a “pillow support” to pressures 

obtained with several heel boots (Figure 1).
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Twenty subjects (11 females, 9 males) with an average age of 24 and a standard deviation (SD) 

of 2 years, an average height of 169 (SD 12) cm and an average weight of 69 (SD 15) kg were 

tested for this research.

Heel pressures were obtained using a Tekscan Pressure Mapping system. The mat used has a 

grid of 48 by 42 sensors and can be seen in Figure 2.  The pressure mat was oriented on top of 

a hospital bed while subjects placed their heels on the mat in six different test conditions:

1. Supported by Boot A 

2. Supported by Boot B 

3. Supported by Boot C 

4. Supported by Boot D 

5. Supported by a pillow 

6. No support, heel directly in contact with bed

A 5cm x 5cm heel region, identified by a gray square in each of the pressure maps, was 

identified below the heel for each measurement.  Average pressure values for each square were 

compared specifically for the heel region across all six test conditions.  Also compared were 

the total contact areas under the lower leg. 

Results seen in Table 1 and Figure 2 showed that the average heel pressures in the pillow support 

condition were less than the pressures in the “no support, or bed alone” condition.  However,  all 

of the heel boots resulted  a lower average heel pressure than the pillow support condition.  While 

the practice of supporting heels with a pillow disperses the load of the calf through the pillow, the 

heel still bears the majority of the load.  In comparison, the heel boots more effectively transfer the 

loads to the bed in the area of the lower leg through the boot while reducing pressures in the heel. 

This is supported by the contact area data.  For the bed and pillow conditions, the contact area of 

the leg with the pillow and bed was measured while for the conditions involving the heel boots, the 

contact area between the boot and bed was measured.  The maximum contact area was 

documented in the Boot B condition while the minimum contact area was  found in the bed 

condition.  All boots displayed average contact areas similar to the pillow condition, which was 

greater than the bed condition.  This further demonstrates that while the boots and pillow support 

the same amount of load through similar contact areas, the loads in the heel boots have been more 

effectively dispersed away from the bony heel region. 

In comparing the boot devices to one another, the average pressure in the heel region was lowest 

for boots A and B. This can be attributed to the design of the boots.  Boots A and B supported the 

lower leg such that the heel was suspended above the level of the bed with minimal contact 

between the heel and the boot.  Boot C provided a continuous air-inflated support from mid-calf to 

the heel which transmitted load between the heel and bed, while Boot D elevated the lower leg, but 

not so much as to completely elevate the heel off of the bed for all subjects (in many cases, the 

heels of the subjects were in direct contact with the bed.)

In high risk areas for pressure ulcers, such as the bony posterior region of the heel, care should be 

taken to decrease extended durations of high pressure. This research provides objective 

documentation demonstrating that heel boots provide a more effective means of pressure reduction 

on the heel region than the bed or a standard hospital pillow.  In addition, these data demonstrate 

differences in effectiveness between boots.  However, to decrease the prevalence of pressure 

ulcers, devices such as these need to be readily available, easy to apply and not cost inhibitive.

Introduction

Conclusions
• The pillow slightly reduced pressure in the heel region when compared to the bed alone.

• All heel boots performed better than the pillow in reducing heel pressures. 

• Boots A and B elevated the heel resulting in little to no contact with the bed in the heel region. 

Results
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Figure 2

Each test configuration displayed with a corresponding representative pressure map.  The 

colored regions indicate the areas where contact was measured.  The gray squares indicate the 

heel zones that were used to calculate relative heel pressures. These zones were consistently a 

5x5cm are and were identified during the data collection phase. The center of the box was 

positioned under the center of the heel.  
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Table 1

The mean heel 

contact pressures 

and total lower leg 

contact areas  for 

each heel support 

configuration are 

shown.  Note that 

the heel pressure 

values for the pillow 

support were lower 

than the 

unsupported 

configuration, but 

higher than any of 

the boots.

Figure 1

Assistive boots used in the 

study.  Clockwise from top 

left: Boot A, Boot B, Boot C, 

Boot D.  All of the boots 

were positioned around the 

foot and lower calf 

according to manufacturer’s 

specifications with the 

purpose of alleviating loads 

on the heel while in the 

supine position.
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